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Abstract: Text vectorization is the basic work of natural language processing tasks. High-quality
vector representation with rich feature information can guarantee the quality of entity recognition
and other downstream tasks in the field of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). The existing word
representation models mainly include the shallow models with relatively independent word vectors
and the deep pre-training models with strong contextual correlation. Shallow models have simple
structures but insufficient extraction of semantic and syntactic information, and deep pre-training
models have strong feature extraction ability, but the models have complex structures and large
parameter scales. In order to construct a lightweight word representation model with rich contex-
tual semantic information, this paper enhances the shallow word representation model with weak
contextual relevance at three levels: the part-of-speech (POS) of the predicted target words, the
word order of the text, and the synonymy, antonymy and analogy semantics. In this study, we con-
ducted several experiments in both intrinsic similarity analysis and extrinsic quantitative comparison.
The results show that the proposed model achieves state-of-the-art performance compared to the
baseline models. In the entity recognition task, the F1 value improved by 4.66% compared to the
traditional continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW). The model is a lightweight word representation
model, which reduces the training time by 51% compared to the pre-training language model BERT
and reduces 89% in terms of memory usage.

Keywords: word embedding; verb–core structure; traditional Chinese medicine text; part-of-speech;
word order; lightweight word representation model

1. Introduction

Against the background of intelligent medical care, promoting the intelligent de-
velopment of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has become a Chinese government
development strategy. The adoption of natural language processing technology to process
the TCM text is important for the subsequent intelligent learning of TCM knowledge.
Many tasks in the field of natural language processing first require converting words into
real-valued vectors, also known as word embedding, which is used as the initial input of
downstream tasks. The downstream tasks then choose to extract different feature informa-
tion for use according to different task requirements. How to use the word representation
model to convert as much feature information as possible in the TCM text into the vector
space has become the focus of research.

In recent years, many scholars have conducted extensive research on word representa-
tion learning methods. Among them, distributed word representation models based on
context co-occurrence, such as Word2vec [1,2], GloVe [3], etc., map words into continuous
low-dimensional, real-valued vectors. Distributed word representation models improve the
effectiveness of one-hot word representation for semantic information representation and
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solve the dimensional explosion problem. However, the word vectors generated by such
distributed continuous word representation models are relatively independent, with little
contextual relevance, and the ability to extract semantic and syntactic feature information
embedded in long-sentence text based on a fixed context window is insufficient.

The ELMo model [4] uses bi-directional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) to extract
the contextual information of the whole sentence by breaking the limitation of the context
window and dynamically updating the semantic representation of words according to the
context of the sentence. A transformer [5] based on the attention mechanism and location
encoding improves language model parallelism and long-distance modeling. Using the
multi-layer Transformer architecture and the masked language model (MLM) mechanism,
the BERT model [6] can generate word representations that contain rich semantic and
syntactic information. Lin et al. [7] suggest that BERT vector representation contains word
order information and a hierarchical structure similar to a syntactic tree. Tenney et al. [8]
found that BERT embeddings contain part-of-speech (POS), dependency syntax and se-
mantic role information. By executing a characterisation probing operation on MLM,
Ettinger et al. [9] investigated the efficacy of each layer vector in BERT to encode word-
level, syntactic-level, and semantic-level information, respectively. As the most widely
used pre-training model based on the Transformer architecture, BERT has achieved optimal
results in many downstream tasks such as text classification [10], entity recognition [11,12],
and sentiment analysis [13,14]. Deep pre-training models require large training corpus
and long training time due to the large parameter size caused by the complex network
structure [15].

To achieve a better representation of the semantic and syntactic features of TCM text,
this paper designed a shallow text representation model that is no less than the deep
representation model. The major contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We construct a lightweight representation model incorporating a three-layer network
structure. The model is divided into two cases: verb-central words and non-verb-
central words.

• For verb-central words, this paper extracts the basic syntactic information from the
TCM text by formulating nine kinds of sentence meaning characterization rules with
verbs as the core. For non-verb-central words, the POS weight coefficient is introduced
to generate the POS weight vectors, reflecting the different contributions of words
with different POS to sentence meaning understanding in TCM text.

• The model uses convolutional networks to extract word order features from context
windows and introduces synonyms, antonyms, and analogous word lists to further
improve the representation effect of word vectors on the related semantic information.

2. Related Work
2.1. Verb-Core Structure Theory

Because of the variable grammar and syntax of TCM text, it is difficult to extract syn-
tactic features through grammar and syntax, so we need to find an alternative method to
extract syntactic features. Academician Qingli Gao pointed out that the intersection of dif-
ferent natural language syntactic understanding is verbs, so the analysis and understanding
of sentence meaning through verbs can be considered [16]. According to θ-theory, Fan pro-
posed a verb–core structure, which contains the three elements of (agentive argument, verb,
object argument), and used it to represent the minimal semantics of the sentence. At the
same time, he used the combination of several verb–core structures within the sentence to
achieve an understanding of the semantics of the whole sentence [17,18]. The verb–core
structure can achieve the requirement of extracting the basic syntactic meaning of the
sentence; however, it cannot understand the logic of the sentence. Jin [19] introduced the
verb valence theory of French linguist Lucien Tesnière on the basis of verb–core structure
and proposed the functor theory, which solved the problem that the verb could not be
matched to arguments due to a lack of explicit limitations between the verb and its argu-
ments. Verb–core structure theory has achieved good results in the knowledge extraction
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of the TCM text, Zhu et al. [20] used key verbs combined with their corresponding argu-
ments to construct semantic relationship rules to achieve semi-automatic matching of the
semantic relationships in ancient Chinese medical texts. Babiniotis [21] investigated “the
theory of specification based on a verb grammar”, which relied on the thesis that human
language is logically, cognitively, semantically, and syntactically constructed around a verb.
Qian et al. [22] verified the usefulness of verb bias and complementizer cues when dealing
with sentences containing temporary ambiguity. Zhou et al. [23] applied the verb-based
approach to extract the opinion targets. The authors summarized a variety of right-pointing
and left-pointing pairing constructions based on opinion verbs to achieve better opinion
object extraction results.

2.2. Word Embedding Methods Based on Part-of-Speech

POS as a fundamental property of natural language plays an important role in the
extraction of syntactic information when words are embedded. Liu et al. [24] proposed
the part-of-speech word embedding model (PWE) by incorporating POS information as a
constraint in the CBOW. In this model, the position-dependent weight matrix is used to
model the dependency syntax in the context window. Hu et al. [25] constructed a word
embedding acquisition model based on the principle of separate learning of nouns and
verbs. This model makes the nearest neighbors of word vectors more reasonable based on
the assertion that humans use different methods for nouns and verbs learning. Pan et al. [26]
used the POS association matrix and the fixed syntactic relationship between words to
enhance the quality of the word vectors generated by the Word2vec. Wang et al. [27]
introduced POS tags in the field of visual question answering to strengthen the role of the
important words and realized the capture of semantic information between the questions
and answers based on the vector representation. Deng et al. [28] introduced POS vectors
to solve the problem that part-of-speech similarity is difficult to calculate and proposed
the CBOW+P+G model. The model makes better use of POS correlation of context to
predict central words, and uses dependency syntactic weights to reduce the information
loss caused by sliding windows. Ren et al. [29] constructed the attention enhanced Chinese
word embeddings (AWE) model by introducing the self-attention mechanism and the
position function to solve the problems of the same weight of contextual word mapping
and the lack of word order information in the CBOW model.

3. Model Introduction

In this paper, we propose a Verb as Core and Part-of-speech and Convolution Word
Embedding (VCPC-WE) model based on the valence verb–core structure, which combines
POS and word order information, to achieve TCM word representation that retains more
semantic and syntactic information.

3.1. Semantic Model Construction of TCM Text

Language feature modeling based on the analysis of TCM text features.
TCM domain text contains a large number of verbs and fixed sentence patterns [30],

such as为 (pertain),主 (govern),恶 (detest),生 (generate), etc. Many of the sentences are
composed of fixed sentences with the above verbs as the core, such as “南方生热，热生
火，火生苦，苦生心，心主舌。其在天为热，在地为火，在体为脉，在脏为心，在色为

赤，在音为徵，在声为笑，. . .”. In this paper, we analyze and characterize the meaning of
the sentence by using the fixed sentence structure with verbs such as生 (generate) and主
(govern) as the core. This paper constructed a lexicon containing 105 typical verbs, in which
verbs are mainly divided into two categories:

• Words themselves commonly used as verbs.
• Words commonly used as nouns, and there are more cases of nouns being used as

verbs in TCM text.
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This paper divided the head words of predicted verbs into monovalent verbs and
bivalent verbs according to the number of terms constrained by the verbs, and summarized
nine kinds of sentence meaning representation rules with verb–core, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Verb–core sentence meaning representation rule.

Value of Verbs Verb Examples Rules

Bivalent verb

主 (govern)
伤 (impair)
发于 (occur in)
入通于 (related to)

Noun–Verb–Noun
Verb–Noun–Noun
Noun–Noun–Verb
Pronoun–Verb–Noun
Noun–Verb–Pronoun
Verb–Noun–Pronoun
Verb–Pronoun–Noun

Monovalent verbs 至 (reach)
溢泻 (emit)

Noun–Verb
Verb–Noun

TCM text is concise and the sentences are mostly compounded by short sentences.
Words with different POS have different contributions to the semantic understanding of
sentences. For example,之 (this) and而 (and) in “肾者主水，受五脏六腑之精而藏之，故
五脏盛，乃能泻” are weak semantic words that should be given less attention than strong
semantic words such as主 (govern) and五脏 (five internal organs). In this paper, we divide
the words in sentences into two categories: strong semantic words such as nouns and verbs
and weak semantic words such as pronouns and conjunctions. The detailed classification
and descriptions are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Classification of strong and weak semantic roles of words.

Category Lexical Category Description

Strong semantic words

Nouns (n)
Includes person nouns,
place nouns, location nouns,
and time nouns.

Verbs (v)
Verbalization of nouns exists
after the inclusion of corpus
correction.

Adjectives (a)

Quantifier (q) Includes number and measure
words.

Weak semantic words

Pronouns (r) Includes personal pronouns,
interrogative pronouns, etc.

Adverbs (d) Includes general adverbs as
well as negative adverbs.

Conjunctive (c)

Other lexical (o) Includes auxiliary words, ono-
matopoeia, and others.

Different combinations of words in TCM text represent different semantics. For exam-
ple, “推而外之，内而不外，有心腹积也” and “推而内之，外而不内，身有热也” contain
the same words, but the order in which results in different semantic meanings. This paper
uses an N-gram convolutional network to extract word order features from the context of
the central word.

3.2. VCPC-WE Model Construction

The VCPC-WE model includes a three-layer neural network of input, projection,
and output. The target word predicted by the model is the central word, and the words
in the windows on both sides of the central word are the context. The input layer is the
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context word vector of the central word and the corresponding POS tags. The projection
layer adopts two different intermediate vector calculation methods according to whether
the central word is a verb, corresponding to the calculation of ct in Figure 1a,b, respectively.
In addition, the projection layer extracts word order features through convolution opera-
tions, and the output layer uses intermediate vectors and parameter matrices to predict the
center word. The model is divided into two cases: verb-central words and non-verb-central
words, and the overall framework is shown in Figure 1.
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Projection OutputInput
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Figure 1. Overall framework of the VCPC-WE model. Based on whether the central word yt is a verb,
the associated word vectors of central word vector wt are obtained according to (a,b). The contextual
intermediate vector ct is computed by the convolution operation Conv for the obtained associated
vectors. The VCPC-WE model uses the vector ct with all words in the word list to calculate the
conditional probabilities and to maximize the conditional probability P(yt|ct) for the central word.

The embedding matrix of the input layer of the VCPC-WE model is denoted as
W ∈ R|V|×d, where d is the word vector dimension, and |V| is the size of the training
vocabulary V =

{
v1, v2, . . . , v|V|

}
. The mapping matrix of the output layer is denoted as

W ′ ∈ Rd×|V|. x and y denote the one-hot encoding of the word v, and w denote the word
embedding of the word v; thus, w = Wx. To predict the central word vector wt, VCPC-WE
uses a sequence of contextual word vectors H = {wt−b, . . . , wt−1, wt+1, . . . , wt+b} and cor-
responding POS tag sequences POS = {post−b, . . . , post−1, post+1, . . . , post+b} to generate
an intermediate vector ct, where hyper-parameter b represents the context window size.

3.2.1. Model Solution Based on Verb-Central Word

When the central word is a verb, the VCPC-WE model uses the combination rules in
Table 1 to match the corresponding agentive argument and object argument according to the
cost of the word and the POS tag of the word. If the determiner of the agentive and object
argument (such as the adjective corresponding to the word) exists in the context, it is used
as an extended structure to characterize the basic semantics of the sentence. For example,
when the central word is主 (govern), the corresponding agentive argument in the context
window is肾 (kidney), the object argument is水 (water), there is no extended structure in
the context. The central word yt is predicted by VCPC-WE by calculating the conditional
probability P(yt|Context(yt)) of the central word and the context word Context(yt):

P(yt | Context(yt)) = P
(

yt | w{t−b,...,t−1,t+1,...t+b}

)
=

exp
(
yT

t W ′ct
)

∑x∈V exp(xTW ′ct)
(1)
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The subscript set of the agentive argument is defined as AA, the object argument is
OA, the extended structure is ES, and the middle vector ct is calculated as

ct = ∑
j∈{t−b,...,t−1,t+1,...,t+b}

v
(

Context(yt)j

)
=

1
n ∑

j∈{AA,OA,ES}
wj

(2)

where n is the number of lexical items that can be constrained by this verb-central word.
The objective function of the model is to maximize the log-likelihood function L:

L = ∑
yt∈V

log P(yt | Context(yt)) = ∑
yt∈V

log P(yt | ct) (3)

The negative sampling algorithm is used to train the objective function. For the context
Context(yt), yt is the positive sample, and the remaining words are randomly sampled to
form the negative sample set NEG(yt). Then, the positive and negative samples are labeled
as follows:

ly =

{
1, y = yt
0, y 6= yt

(4)

In the case of a negative sampling strategy, the calculation of Equation (1) is substituted
into Equation (3) to form the objective function of VCPC-WE:

L = ∑
yt∈V

log ∏
y∈{yt}∪NEG(yt)

{[
σ
(

cT
t θy
)]ly
×
[
1− σ

(
cT

t θy
)]1−ly

}
= ∑

yt∈V
∑

y∈{yt}∪NEG(yt)

{
ly log

[
σ
(

cT
t θy
)]

+
(
1− ly

)
log
[
1− σ

(
cT

t θy
)]} (5)

where y denotes the words in the positive and negative samples, θy is the parameter vector
calculated from y and the output parameter matrix W ′, and σ

(
cT

t θyt
)

is the probability of
predicting the positive class yt, calculated as follows:

σ(cθ) =
1

1 + e−cτθ
(6)

To facilitate the derivation of the formula for the gradient calculation, the formula
for gradient calculation involving the intermediate vector ct is abbreviated to ζ(c, y) in the
braces in Equation (5):

∂ζ(c, y)
∂ct

=
∂

∂θy

{
ly log

[
σ
(

cT
t θy
)]

+
[
1− ly

]
log
[
1− σ

(
cT

t θy
)]}

= ly
[
1− σ

(
cT

t θy
)]

θy −
[
1− ly

]
σ
(

cT
t θy
)

θy

=
{

ly
[
1− σ

(
cT

t θy
)]
−
[
1− ly

]
σ
(

cT
t θy
)}

θy

=
[
ly − σ

(
cT

t θy
)]

θy

(7)

To update the vector of the agentive and object argument of the central word constraint,
the gradient descent method is used:

wi = wi + η
∂ς(c, y)

∂ct
, i ∈ {AA, OA, ES} (8)

where η is the learning rate.
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3.2.2. Model Solution Based on a Non-Verb-Central Word

In addition, when the central verb is a non-verb, the input layer consists of a sequence
of contextual word vectors H and the corresponding sequence of part-of-speech labels
POS. According to Table 2, this paper sets different part-of-speech weight coefficients kpost

for different part-of-speech tags post based on strong and weak boundaries and uses the
initial part-of-speech vector v(post) and the part-of-speech weight coefficient to obtain the
part-of-speech weight vector pt = kpost · v(post).

The context vector ct is calculated as

ct = ∑
j∈{t−b,...,t−1,t+1,...,t+b}

v
(

Context(ct)j

)
=

1
2b ∑

j∈{t−b,...,t−1,t+1,...,t+b}
wj · pj

(9)

The objective function in the case of non-verb-central words is also Equation (3),
and the gradient calculation formula for solving the objective function still uses Equation (7).
Different from the case of the verb-central word, the model uses different weight coefficients
for the backward update of the POS weight vector:

wi = wi + η
∂ς(c,y)

∂ct

pi = pi + kposi η
∂ς(c,y)

∂ct

, i ∈ {t− b, ..., t− 1, t + 1, ..., t + b} (10)

3.2.3. Word Order Feature Extraction

One-dimensional convolution, also known as sequence convolution, has the core
function of extracting local relevance features of data, and because word order features
denote local relevance between words, one-dimensional convolution can be used to extract
sentence word order features. Based on one-dimensional convolution for words in the
context window, we propose using N-Gram convolution to preserve word order features,
and the model structure is shown in Figure 2.

...

...

d-dim |V|-dim

d-dim N

FL

ct=Pool(FL)

yt

Output

N-Gram Convolution

Projection

W'N V 

2

N

2

N

Figure 2. The VCPC-WE convolutional structure figure is an expansion of the Conv module in
Figure 1. The contextual word vectors which are strongly associated with the central word yt are
extracted to form the context matrix, which contains N d-dimensional word vectors.

N-gram convolution is a convolution operation on a sequence of words with window
size N on a sequence of sentences to extract word order features, and the detailed process
is shown in Figure 3.
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Sentence 
matrix(Nd) :5 × d

Kernel(K) : Window_size=3
filters(L) : d

Feature 
map

Context 
embedding

Convolution

Max Pooling

d

d

3 × d

d

受

五脏

之

六腑

精

activation function

ct

Figure 3. N-gram convolution flow chart, the word vector matrix of size N × d is convolved by
random initialization of L convolution kernels K, then multiple feature vectors are obtained by
activation function, and finally the context vector ct is obtained by max pooling operation.

The input matrix of N-gram convolution is m× d, where m is the number of words in
the window to be processed and d is the dimension of the word vector. The appropriate step
size parameter K, i.e., the width of the convolution kernel, and the number of convolution
filters L are used to perform N-gram convolution. We use the filters to move down the
text sequence to the bottom of the sequence to obtain N − K + 1 vectors after convolution,
and then use max pooling to obtain the local feature information of the context. For the
sequence of contextual word vectors H, each contextual word vector w is processed using
the convolution kernel K. The convolver FL = KHL is obtained, where K ∈ RN×d is the
convolution kernel, N is the width of the convolution kernel, and HL is the sequence of
contextual word vectors traversed by the Lth filter.

By using a max pooling operation, the set of all convolution filters FL is applied to the
context window of the central word, yielding the filter set F = {F1, F2, . . . , FL} and then the
new intermediate word vector ct = Maxpool(F).

3.2.4. Synonymy, Antonymy, and Analogy Information

According to the analysis of synonymy and antonymy phrases in the Neijing Language
Study [31] and the study of analogy relationship by Wang [32], we constructed a lexicon of
synonyms and antonyms (see Table 3), as well as an analogies dictionary (see Table 4).

Table 3. Some synonyms and antonyms.

Synonyms Antonyms

神–明 (God–Ming) 征–兆 (Sign–Omen) 本–末 (Begin–End) 长–短 (Long–Short)
肇–基 (Start–Base) 变–化 (Change–Conversion) 表–里 (Surface–Inside) 白–黑 (White–Black)
魂–魄 (Soul–Spirit) 津–液 (Saliva–Fluid) 春–秋 (Spring–Autumn) 迟–数 (Late–Frequent)
懈–惰 (Slack–Lazy) 空–穴 (Empty–Cave) 日–暮 (Sunrise–Sunset) 丑–善 (Ugly–Good)
移–易 (Shift–Change) 分–别 (Divide–Leave) 德–过 (Morality–Fault) 粗–细 (Coarse–Thin)
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Table 4. List of some analogous words.

Analogous Phrases

五脏–五行 (Five Internal
Organs–Five Elements)

肺–金 (Lung–Gold)

五脏–五味 (Five Internal
Organs–Five Tastes)

肺–辛 (Lung–Pungent)
肝–木 (Liver–Wood) 肝–酸 (Liver–Acid)
肾–水 (Kidney–Water) 肾–咸 (Kidney–Salty)
心–火 (Heart–Fire) 心–苦 (Heart–Bitter)
脾–土 (Spleen–Earth) 脾–甘 (Spleen–Sweet)

四经–四时 (Four
Canons–Four Seasons)

肝–春(Liver–Spring) 阳–天 (Yang–Sky) 阴–地 (Yin–Earth)
心–夏(Heart–Summer) 阳–日 (Yang–Day) 阴–月 (Yin–Moon)
肺–秋(Lung–Autumn) 阳–火 (Yang–Fire) 阴–水 (Yin–Water)
肾–冬(Kidney–Winter) 天气–雨 (Tianqi–Rain) 地气–云 (Diqi–Clouds)

For the synonyms in the text, such as “盛–满” in “以耗散其真，不知持满” and “女子
七岁，肾气盛，齿更发长”, the distance between sentences in the corpus is relatively long.
These synonym vectors generated by the shallow word representation model are far away
in the vector space and cannot reflect the similarity of synonyms well. In this paper, using
the synonym table as a guide, we adopt a two-word averaging strategy for the synonym
word vectors of the output matrix W ′ in the VCPC-WE model backward update generation
word vector stage to correct the model, so that the model can calculate a closer spatial
distance for the synonym word vectors and preserve the semantic relationship between
synonyms:

wi = wj =
wi + wj

2
(11)

In the case of antonyms, the strategy of reversing two words is used to generate the
antonymic word vector separately:

wi = −wj (12)

The analogical relationships in TCM text are characterized by a hierarchical structure
as well as multiple analogies [33]. For example, the top-level concept words 五脏 (five
internal organs) are analogous to the五行 (five elements), and the sub-level concepts within
the five internal organs, such as 心 (heart), 肝 (liver), and 脾 (spleen), are analogous to
火 (fire),土 (earth), and木 (wood), respectively. An example of multiple analogy is that
the five organs are analogous to both the five colors and the five tastes. Combined with
the analogy word Table 4, the VCPC-WE model reverses the update of the output matrix
W ′ by adopting the strategy of averaging the hierarchical and multiple analogous words.
The correction formula is:

w五脏 =
w五脏 + w心 + w肝 + . . . + w黄

n
(13)

where n is the number of all analogous lexical items corresponding to the five internal organs.

4. Experiment and Evaluation
4.1. Data Pre-Processing

In this paper, we choose Huangdi Neijing as the object of experimental research. First,
we remove the garbled code, unify the punctuation symbols to Chinese symbols, convert
traditional Chinese to simplified Chinese, and convert the common characters, such as “五
藏” to “五脏”. Following data cleaning, the text was divided into sentences based on sen-
tence endings, and a custom word list was created. The word list contains domain phrases
compiled by the subject group as well as Chinese medicine symptoms and prescriptions
from the Sogou and Baidu cellular thesauri. The sentence was then segmented, and POS
tagging was performed using the word segmentation tool LTP. The results of automatic
POS tagging include 17 POS with some tagging errors. This paper focuses on parts of
speech that are crucial in semantic representation. According to the characteristics of TCM
text and literature [27], 17 POS were classified into eight types, including nouns, verbs,
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and adjectives, etc. Finally, 10,164 sentences were obtained, as well as 7677 words after
de–duplication.

4.2. Experimental Environment Configuration

The model experiments in this paper, as well as the model comparison experiments,
were carried out in the same experimental environment, as described below:

• Operating system: Ubuntu 18.04.
• GPU: RTX2080ti, 32G RAM.
• Running framework: Pytorch 1.6.0.

4.3. Experimental Parameter Settings

There are many sentences composed of short sentences in the Huangdi Neijing, the con-
text window size of the model is set to 6, and the word vector dimension is set to 100.
To optimize the training process, the model employs a negative sampling strategy with five
negative samples and a subsampling threshold of 10−3. The BatchSize parameter was set
to 120, and the initial learning rate was set to 0.01.

4.4. Evaluation

First, the VCPC-WE model is compared and evaluated with the deep pre-training
model in terms of model scale. Second, there are two methods for evaluating the quality
of word vectors: internal evaluation and external evaluation. Internal evaluation consists
primarily of word relevance and word analogy evaluation. External evaluation is the
process of using trained word vectors as input to downstream tasks and evaluating the
quality of the word vectors by analyzing the results of these tasks. As an internal evaluation
method, we randomly selected a group of semantically related words from the existing
word correlation dataset to calculate the corresponding similarity. The word vectors were
used as input features for the Huangdi Neijing entity recognition task, and the merits of
the word vectors were quantitatively analyzed by comparing entity recognition results.

4.4.1. Model Scale Comparison

VCPC–WE was compared with two types of pre–training models in terms of training
time, model parameter size, and resource consumption. The results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Model scale statistics.

Model Training Time (Iter/s) Parameters (MB) Memory Usage (MB)

ELMo [4] 17.68 93.6 10,141
BERT [6] 15.3 110 13,631
VCPC-WE 7.52 67.9 1430

Each comparison model was trained with the same batch size and number of epochs,
and the training time was compared by comparing the running time of one iteration of
each model. The average number of iterations across multiple epochs was used to calculate
iteration time. According to Table 5, the VCPC–WE proposed in this paper reduces training
time by approximately 51% when compared to BERT and approximately 57% when com-
pared to ELMo. BERT is approximately 14% faster than the ELMo model, demonstrating
that the Transformer architecture is more efficient than the LSTM architecture.

The ELMo model saves 15% and the proposed model in this paper saves about 38%
when compared to the BERT model with a 12-layer Transformer structure and total param-
eters of 110 (MB). Because the number of network layers is reduced, the parameter amount
and the resource occupation are both decreased. When compared to BERT, the VCPC–WE
model reduces the memory footprint by approximately 89%. As a result, the VCPC–WE
model significantly reduces time and resource costs, and these benefits make the model
more suitable for application to practical tasks.
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4.4.2. Qualitative Analysis

By using random numbers, “Yang” was chosen as an experimental reference word
from the existing vocabulary related to word meaning in the field of TCM in this paper.

The cosine similarity between the words was calculated using a set of words related to
the semantic meaning of “Yang”, such as “Sky”, “Day”, and “Fire”, and the antonym “Yin”.
To determine the effectiveness of the word vectors generated by each model in characteriz-
ing semantic information, the cosine similarity between the words was calculated, and the
experimental results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Case study of word cosine similarity on word pairs about “Yang”.

Models 阳阳阳 (Yang) and天天天
(Sky)

阳阳阳 (Yang) and日日日
(Day)

阳阳阳 (Yang) and火火火
(Fire)

阳阳阳(Yang) and阴阴阴
(Yin)

CBOW [1] 0.04227 0.02883 0.03077 0.17383
Skip–gram [2] 0.04093 0.03595 0.03356 0.19334

Glove [3] 0.04181 0.03082 0.03682 0.19267
PWE [24] 0.06341 0.04763 0.04965 0.17768

CBOW+P+G [28] 0.06840 0.06167 0.06475 0.17028
AWE [29] 0.07565 0.07203 0.07114 0.15031
ELMo [4] 0.09546 0.07043 0.07908 0.14108
BERT [6] 0.11756 0.15122 0.10916 0.07883

VCPC–WE 0.19083 0.22339 0.13990 0.04327
The values in bold represent the best results for all models.

The first three columns are the near-sense word pairs of “Yang”, and larger values
indicate higher similarity; the last column is the antonym pair of “Yang”, and smaller values
indicate lower similarity. In terms of the overall ability to obtain semantic information,
the experimental results show that the proposed model outperforms the comparison model.

4.4.3. Entity Identification Experiments

Entity recognition is the task of labeling noun concepts in sentences. In this paper,
the entities in Huangdi Neijing are divided into four parts: physiological, pathological,
cognitive, and syndrome differentiation and treatment. The corpus was labeled with
categories using the BIOES labeling system and divided into training, validation, and test
sets in a 6:2:2 ratio. The model proposed in this paper was compared to other word
embedding models, and the experimental results of each model were obtained by taking
the mean value of five experiments, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Identification results.

Models Accuracy Rate % Recall Rate % F1 Value %

Skip–gram [2] 83.17 76.09 79.47
Glove [3] 82.07 76.58 79.22
CBOW [1] 83.61 78.30 80.86
PWE [24] 83.24 80.53 81.85

CBOW+P+G [28] 83.92 80.34 82.09
AWE [29] 84.56 81.94 83.23
ELMo [4] 85.24 80.80 82.95
BERT [6] 84.97 82.42 83.67

VCPC–WE 86.01 85.04 85.52
The values in bold represent the best results for all models.

Table 7 shows that the VCPC–WE model proposed in this paper achieves the best
recognition effect, with a 4.66% improvement in F1 value over the CBOW baseline model.
Since the lack of unified and fixed grammar and syntax in the ancient Chinese texts,
the CBOW+P+G model proposed by the literature [28] did not perform well on the text
of TCM. Compared with the AWE model, the VCPC-WE model improved the recognition
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results by 2.29%. The AWE model enables central words to capture contextual information
at longer distances, but there are more short sentences in the TCM text. In addition, atten-
tion is given to non-important components, which diminishes the contribution of subject
components (nouns, verbs, etc.) to semantic representation. Compared with the deep pre-
training models ELMo and BERT, the entity recognition F1 value of the VCPC-WE model
proposed in this paper is improved by 2.57% and 1.85%, respectively. The experimental
results verify that the VCPC-WE model has the semantic feature extraction ability in TCM
text that is not weaker than the deep pre-training model.

A comparison experiment was carried out using the control variables method between
the enhancement model VCP–WE, which only incorporates kernel structure and lexical
information, and the enhancement model Conv–WE, which only considers word order
information (see Figure 4). Compared with the baseline model CBOW, the recognition
results of each enhancement method were improved by 2.38% and 1.01%, respectively.
In addition, compared with Conv-WE, the recognition effect of VCP-WE is improved
by 1.37%, which verifies the effectiveness of sentence meaning representation rules and
part-of-speech features in improving the quality of word vectors.
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Figure 4. Results of ablation experiments.

4.4.4. Effect of Different Dimensional Word Vectors on the Results

We compared the impact of word vectors of different dimensions on the entity recog-
nition task, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 5, with the resultant data
derived by averaging five experiments.
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Figure 5. Entity recognition results for word vectors with different dimensions.

Because of their low dimensionality, 50-dimensional word vectors cannot fully charac-
terize semantic information. Due to the sparse semantic information caused by a higher
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dimensionality, recognition results for 200-dimensional and higher word vectors are de-
creasing. Therefore, the VCPC-WE uses 100-dimensional word vectors.

4.4.5. Effect of Different Window Sizes in the Context on the Results

This section compares and analyzes the impact of word vectors generated under
various window size parameters on entity recognition tasks.

As shown in Figure 6, when the window size changes from 6 to 8, the F1 value
decreases significantly and increases slowly from 8, but its maximum value is still obtained
when the window size is 6. Because there are more short sentences in Huangdi Neijing,
the window size was set to 6 in this study.
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Figure 6. Entity recognition results for word vectors with different windows.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a VCPC-WE model based on the linguistic characteristics of the
TCM text and the theory of verb–core structure, combined with part-of-speech information.
The model enhances the ability to extract semantic and grammatical features by using
basic semantic representation rules and setting different weights for words with different
semantic contributions. In addition, the syntactic information is preserved by extracting
word order features using convolutional operations on the context. The semantic repre-
sentation of word vectors is further enhanced by using synonym, antonym, and analogy
dictionaries, and corresponding correction strategies. In this paper, the effectiveness of
the model is verified by similarity experiments, downstream entity recognition experi-
ments, and ablation experiments. As a lightweight TCM text word representation model,
the VCPC-WE model is as effective as mainstream deep pre-training models such as BERT.
Considering the characteristics of TCM text, the next step is to consider formulating a series
of omission completion and referential association rules to further enhance the performance
of the model.
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